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Abstract: Over the past decade, research has explored
managing the availability of shared personal online data,
with particular focus on longitudinal aspects of privacy.
Yet, there is no taxonomy that takes user perspective
and technical approaches into account. In this work,
we systematize research on longitudinal privacy man-
agement of publicly shared personal online data from
these two perspectives: user studies capturing users’ in-
teractions related to the availability of their online data
and technical proposals limiting the availability of data.
Following a systematic approach, we derive conflicts be-
tween these two sides that have not yet been addressed
appropriately, resulting in a list of challenging open
problems to be tackled by future research. While limi-
tations of data availability in proposed approaches and
real systems are mostly time-based, users’ desired mod-
els are rather complex, taking into account content, au-
dience, and the context in which data has been shared.
Our systematic evaluation reveals interesting challenges
broadly categorized by expiration conditions, data co-
ownership, user awareness, and security and trust.
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1 Introduction
In their everyday life, users create huge amounts of data,
shared online with varying audiences for different pur-
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poses. Since data owners mostly do not track the avail-
ability of their online data once they initially shared
it [22, 41, 57], there is a need for continuous exposure
controls and increased attention for the lifetime ending
of personal online data. Compared to the non-digital
past, in which forgetting information was inherent, to-
day’s world with technical capabilities to permanently
store information needs actively managed processes to
realize forgetting [50].

A high-level overview of users’ means to control
their online exposure is provided by Bishop et al. [15].
They propose to better control the dissemination of
data, e. g., by proactively employing sophisticated ac-
cess control mechanisms, or by hiding the information
within the enormous amount of data available online,
such as by the release of large amounts of similar false
information to confuse the interpreter. There is evidence
that users have detailed perceptions of how to share
data, but lack appropriate means to fulfill their goals.
It has been shown, for a domesticity context, that users
can precisely formulate who may access which of their
data [51]. Moreover, users can distinguish different use
cases when handling data and, therefore, switch between
channels for communication and data sharing, depend-
ing on the task and content type [87]. On the down-
side, it also turned out that users have false perceptions
of deleting data shared with others through online ser-
vices [76] or in instant messengers [83].

While information processing and dissemination are
essential aspects of privacy [90], we take a closer look at
exposure control in particular. However, there can be a
lot of reasons for data revocation or digital forgetting. In
many cases, published content is not meant to be avail-
able permanently, but is only relevant for a short period
of time in a certain context, e. g., when posted impul-
sively or out of momentum [10, 81]. Reducing exposure
due to lack of relevance should not only be attributed to
privacy, but can also help keep track of more important
content, and fade out the rest. Exposure settings might
also not match their data owners’ perceptions for cases
in which they did not foresee sharing consequences and,
therefore, require later adjustment [86, 102].

Specific reasons are not even necessary – in the end,
it can be deemed the users’ sheer right to determine
what is to happen with their data, and how long they
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prefer it to remain available. Data sovereignty has re-
ceived increased awareness over the past years, also due
to the establishment of the Right to be Forgotten [28]
as part of the European General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) [27], even though data shared in online
spaces is not the focus of this directive.

From a different perspective, research has put great
efforts into developing technical approaches to assist
users in managing their longitudinal privacy in general,
and realizing data revocation in particular. However,
such proposals have not found their way to wide-scale
adoption, even though there has been a trend towards
the use of tools providing better privacy and even some
level of ephemerality [84].

In this paper, we take a closer look at this gap be-
tween how people use sharing mechanisms and privacy
controls for their online data and concepts proposed by
academia in order to facilitate online privacy manage-
ment. To capture how people actually use online sharing
mechanisms and privacy, we survey a large body of user
studies carried out over the last decade. We categorize
these studies along usage patterns, drivers that make
users decide to unshare or reduce the exposure of user
content, and the desires they have to improve their pri-
vacy experience. On the technical side, we survey con-
cepts and proposals that assist users in managing their
longitudinal privacy and the availability of their shared
online data. We categorize these proposals along the use
cases they have been designed for, the adversarial mod-
els they take into account, and the underlying protection
mechanisms they avail to realize their privacy features.

By evaluating our systematization, we reveal con-
flicts between these two sides, such as intended use cases
that do not appropriately reflect actual usage patterns.
Referring to such conflicts, we derive a set of challeng-
ing open problems that need to be tackled by future
research in order to develop privacy-enhancing technolo-
gies that can better assist users in managing their longi-
tudinal online privacy and the availability of their data.

In summary, our paper provides the following con-
tributions:
– We systematize how users interact with online ser-

vices such as social networking sites in terms of their
longitudinal online privacy management.

– We provide a taxonomy for technical systems to
realize data revocation or to reduce exposure of
publicly shared personal content as proposed in re-
search.

– Based on the systematic analysis of previous work,
we derive a set of challenges and open research
questions that future research on data revocation

and longitudinal privacy management should aim
to tackle.
Our work is first of its kind in combining knowledge

from both user studies and technical mechanisms, pro-
viding a rich understanding of research efforts on longi-
tudinal privacy management.

2 Systematization Methodology
We start systematizing existing research on longitudi-
nal online privacy management by systematically col-
lecting publications from major academic computer se-
curity and privacy venues or broader venues related to
and relevant for our topic1. We focus our targeted paper
selection on the last decade. We identified a broad range
of papers based on title and abstract and decided upon
adding a publication to our final set of literature after
having determined its general focus by skim reading its
essential sections. We further take into account cross-
references starting from the resulting literature set to
achieve broad academic coverage of the topic.

Given this body of literature, we study the problem
of managing the availability of personal online infor-
mation from two perspectives: (i) Understanding user
habits and desires regarding their longitudinal online
privacy and (ii) Collecting technical proposals and con-
cepts that are designed to manage online privacy. We
provide an overview of our categorization process in Fig-
ure 1 and describe its methodology as follows.

2.1 Categorization Process

The initial systematizations of the two perspectives were
drafted by one author each. This included selecting the
initial sets of papers, creating a first set of labels as a
means to categorize these papers, and assigning each
paper such labels. Subsequently, four researchers in our
team thoroughly discussed the initial systematizations
in several rounds. Any concerns regarding label assign-
ments or the set of papers had to be resolved, and up-
dates required joint agreement of all four researchers.

As we will explain in-depth in Section 3, we system-
atize research on user attitudes towards privacy man-
agement and how users perceive selected aspects of it.
For each publication in the list, we provide basic study

1 We focus on IEEE S&P, USENIX Security, ACM CCS, NDSS,
PETS, SOUPS, and CHI.
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Fig. 1. High-level overview of our systematization methodology.
We categorize previous work on User Studies and Technical Pro-
posals along a set of features. Based on the interplay among
different features, we derive technical or conceptual challenges
worth to be further investigated.

meta-data and extract whether the work explicitly refers
to longitudinal aspects of online privacy. We categorize
research along the privacy management (usage patterns)
that is covered, the identified reasons that make users
change their initial privacy configuration (drivers for
unsharing), and what user desires lead to a presumably
improved privacy management experience.

In Section 4, we examine privacy controls that have
been proposed or implemented as proofs-of-concepts.
We systematize these controls and mechanisms along
the use cases they have been designed for. We further
categorize the adversarial models or adversarial settings
that they should protect from, as well as the underlying
protection mechanisms that they apply.

Discussing the set of papers was particularly nec-
essary in the case of borderline papers, e. g., when it
was unclear whether a paper indeed addressed publicly
shared online data, which was a requirement for inclu-
sion in the user studies systematization. We agreed that
sharing data in cloud storage with an indefinite audience
(e. g., co-students) should be sufficient to be considered
publicly shared (cf. [41]). Similarly, for the systemati-
zation of technical proposals, detailed discussions were

held when it was unclear whether a proposal limited
the availability of online data. For example, we agreed
that adversarial examples helped reduce shared photos’
detection by smart recognition systems and therefore,
these perturbations do indeed serve the users’ goal of
limiting availability of their online data (cf. [58]).

We further adapted the set of categories using the
same process. For example, we initially considered mis-
conceptions expressed in user studies as a separate cat-
egory; they however turned out to be too diverse to be
systematized in detail. We decided to focus on miscon-
ceptions that affected users’ decisions about reducing
exposure of their data, rendering them a sub-category
of Drivers for Unsharing. On the technical systemati-
zation side, we decided to introduce insider adversary
as a separate adversarial model after noticing that the
existing threat models were not fully capturing the risks
covered by this case.

One way to connect the two systematizations is by
contrasting usage patterns, i. e., how users interact with
privacy management options, and the use cases tech-
nical proposals are intended for, i. e., what they offer
users for managing their privacy. Both systematizations
capture to what extent content exposure can be limited
or entirely ended, and if there is active user interaction
involved in this process.

2.2 Deriving Challenges

Starting from the categories identified in either part of
the systematization, we identified potential inconsisten-
cies or conflicts between them. Pursuing a user-centric
approach, we systematically examined to what extent
users’ desires and their drivers for unsharing are re-
flected in the current state of technical proposals. We
identified conflicts, whenever realizations in technical
proposals are (i) incorrect, i. e., orthogonal to users’
needs, (ii) incomplete, i. e., promising but far from sat-
isfying users’ requirements, or (iii) missing, i. e., not ad-
dressing users’ desires at all. For each conflict, we de-
rived challenges on how such inconsistencies can be ad-
dressed.

By combining and contrasting knowledge from both
of the obtained systematizations, conflicts were iden-
tified and challenges were derived by two researchers
individually first and then discussed and iteratively
updated. Again, challenges were subject to discus-
sions among four researchers – proposals and concerns
brought up by anyone of them had to be resolved and
any updates required agreement of all four researchers.
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As we will detail in Section 5, we followed a bottom-
up approach: first, we derived fine-grained challenges re-
lated to conflicts, and then we put them into a broader
context and related them to each other, resulting in a set
of four challenge groups. The challenges we identify re-
fer to (i) the expiration conditions under which data are
supposed to disappear, (ii) user awareness of how par-
ticular privacy controls actually work, (iii) multi-user
conflicts, which originate in the implicit co-ownership
of data, when data affects the privacy of more than
one individual, and (iv) issues regarding security and
trust w. r. t. specific actors users consider when making
changes in their online exposure.

3 Systematizing User Interaction
We first systematize users’ preferences and behavior
w. r. t. their longitudinal online privacy. We explain the
different categories in our taxonomy and summarize our
findings in Table 1. We arrange publications in three
groups, each of which is ordered chronologically with
most recent publications first.

3.1 Study Data

For each piece of research we cover in our systemati-
zation, we report the type of the user study that has
been conducted: Self-reported data (S), Exploring real-
world data with self-reported answers (R), Experiments
based on prototype implementations (E), or Analyzing
publicly available data sets (P).

Most studies cover scenarios that reflect a situa-
tion on a particular online platform, sometimes with a
very specific focus, such as fitness social networks. While
most studies have covered Facebook (FB) and Twitter
(TW), we also find research on Snapchat (SC), Cloud
Storage (CL) provided by Dropbox and Google, Fitness
(FI) social networking sites, and the subsequently shut
down platform Yik Yak (YK).

We further denote the number of participants that
have taken part in each study (Sample Size), how partic-
ipants have been recruited (Participants Sample), and
basic demographics in terms of a gender distribution to
provide information about the meaningfulness of results.

Considering the study type and the participants
sample can usually hint towards potential study limita-
tions. Qualitative research typically studies significantly
smaller sample sizes, thus providing detailed insights

into very specific issues, compared to quantitative stud-
ies having larger groups of participants. However, even
large samples, e. g., recruited via Amazon Mechanical
Turk, do not always generalize for all users of a specific
platform under observation, not at all for users of other
platforms. Furthermore, it must be considered that self-
reported data may not be as meaningful as practical
experiments with real user content since alleged privacy
attitudes have been shown to differ from actual behav-
ior [23]. On the downside, practical experiments with
real user data may deter rather privacy-sensitive users
from participating in the study [57].

The focus of our systematization is on studies that
explore Publicly Shared Data (denoted with  in the re-
spective column), which applies to all but one study [41]
that partially covers public data (G#) since it primarily
focuses on data stored in the cloud that can be shared
with a limited audience. In a similar fashion, we also
denote whether a study explicitly refers to longitudinal
aspects of data sharing ( ) or not (#).

3.2 Usage Patterns

We extract a set of Usage Patterns that can be applied
to limit the exposure of online content, ranging from
explicit deletion operations to exposure reduction, and
auto-expiry. We define the patterns we identified within
the existing literature as follows:
– Delete Content is an explicit action performed by a

user to entirely remove content from a platform.
– Delete Account is another explicit action performed

by users that entirely removes all of their content
from the platform and also their account, such that
there remains no direct representation of them on
that platform.

– Reduce Exposure (Actively) covers controls users ap-
ply to actively manage the audience for a piece of
content, such as, e. g., changing its visibility settings
from public to friends only.

– Reduce Exposure (Passively) captures features that
remove references from exposed content, without ac-
tually altering the content availability, such as, e. g.,
un-tagging a specific person in a shared photo.

– Auto-expire covers all mechanisms ensuring that
published contents are made unavailable automati-
cally when certain conditions are met. In particular,
expiration takes effect without any further action to
be taken by the owner or publisher of the content
after its initial publication.
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Table 1. Systematization of User Studies on Longitudinal Online Privacy. We arrange surveyed publications in three groups, (i) papers
explicitly referring to longitudinal aspects of privacy, (ii) papers that study publicly shared data without referring to longitudinality, and
(iii) papers that are still relevant to the topic but do not cover any of the categories we present in our systematization. Publications
within each groups are ranked in chronological order with most recent publications first.

Publication Study Data Usage Pattern Drivers for Unsharing User Desires
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[57] CCS’19 R FB 78 AMT 69/31   # # # # # #  #  # # # # # # #
[53] SOUPS’18 S - 30 UNI 60/40   # # # #   # # # # #  # #  #
[60] SOUPS’18 S - 22 – 50/50    # # #    # # # # # # # # #
[41] CHI’18 R CL 100 AMT 41/59 G#  # # # # #  # # # # # # # #  #
[56] J-IEEE-IC’17 P TW 100K [P] -      # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[68] J-HCI’17 S FB 272 AMT 61/38   # # # # #  # #  # #   # # #
[54] SOUPS’16 P TW 100K [P] -      # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[9] WPES’13 R FB 299 AMT 55/44   # # # # #   #   # # # # # #
[6] SOUPS’13 S FB 193 AMT 40/59   # # # # #  # #  # #   # # #

[4] SOUPS’19 S FI 30 CON 50/50  # # # # # # # # # # #  # # # # #
[35] CHI’19 S SC 1515 Q 57/43  # # # # #  # # # # #  #  # # #
[77] SOUPS’18 S - 23 UNI 52/48  # # # # # # # # # # #  # # # # #
[81] CHI’17 S YK 18 UNI 56/44  # # # # #  # # # # # # # # # # #
[109]WWW’16 P TW 30K [P] -  #  # # # # # #  # # # # # # # #
[14] WLSM’16 P TW 203K [P] -  #  # # # # # # # #  # # # # # #
[25] J-CHB’15 S FB 380 CON 52/45  # # # #  # # #  # # # # # # # #
[46] WLSM’14 P TW ALL [P] -  #   # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[86] CHI’13 S TW 1221 AMT 53/46  # # # # # # #     # # # # # #
[62] HICCS’13 R FB 68 UNI 38/62  # # # # # # #  # #  #  # # # #
[3] CSCW’13 P TW 292K [P] -  #  # # # # # #  # # # # # # # #
[48] PerCom’12 S FB 65 UNI 62/38  #  # #  # #  # #  # # # # # #
[39] SOUPS’12 R FB 260 WEB 75/25  #  #   # # # # # #  # # # # #
[102] SOUPS’11 S FB 569 AMT 64/36  # # # # # # #   #   #  # # #
[26] CHI’11 E FB 33 UNI 50/50  # # #  # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[80] IFIP-HCI’11 P, S FB 103 WEB 59/41  # # #  # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[13] CHI’10 S FB 14 UNI 57/43  # # # #  # #   # #  # #  # #
[44] UPSEC’8 E FB 16 UNI 44/56  # # #  # # # # # # # # # # # #  

[23] PETS’17 S - 60 AMT 37/63  # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[29] CSCW’17 R FB 1706 AMT 58/41  # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[87] CHI’16 S - 17 WEB 65/35  # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[55] SOUPS’14 R FB 1239 WEB 24/76  # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[94] JPC’13 P FB 5076 [P] -  # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
[45] IMC’11 S FB 200 AMT 46/54  # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

Study Type – S: Self-reported data, P: Public data analysis, E: Experiment based on prototype implementations,
R: Survey with real user data
Platform – TW: Twitter, FB: Facebook, SC: Snapchat, CL: Cloud Storage, YK: Yik Yak, FI: Fitness Social
Networks
Participants Sample – AMT: Amazon Mechanical Turk, Q: Qualtrics, WEB: Other Web Platforms,
UNI: University Sample (various recruiting methods), CON: Convenience Sampling (Offline)
[P]: Public data analysis, no participants sample, –: No information provided
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Previous work studies one or more of these patterns in
detail within specific application scenarios. In Table 1,
we mark this with a filled circle ( ). If the usage pattern
is not covered by a paper, we denote this with an empty
circle (#).

3.3 Drivers for Unsharing

When it comes to the end of data lifetime, we are inter-
ested in users’ motivation behind their decision to limit
the visibility of data. We identified several drivers that
determine users to unshare content on online platforms:
– Irrelevance denotes a situation in which content

is withdrawn because it has become irrelevant or
unimportant for the owner or its audience, and there
is no more reason to keep it online.

– Change of Opinions indicates that content is with-
drawn since the owner changed their opinion about
the content exposure, without further specifying
reasons.

– Regrets captures situations in which users revised
their decisions to publish content due to explicitly
stated regrets that came up after publication.

– Events means that some external event unrelated
to the initial publishing has made its owner reason
differently about the current level of exposure.

– Misconceptions denotes a general term that applies
when participants expressed the actual level of ex-
posure does not match what they perceived. In case
there is a misconception, other factors (e. g., over-
sharing) may simultaneously apply.

– Fears captures situations in which users stated that
they feared that specific groups of people could see
their contents.

For all these features, we mark whether they were re-
ferred to in the considered publications ( ) or they were
not covered (#).

3.4 User Desires

In several studies, users have expressed desires for fea-
tures facilitating their interaction with online services.
Whenever such a desire is related to longitudinal online
privacy or managing their online exposure, we consider
it in our systematization. We identified five related user
desires in our literature set:
– Reduce Visibility (Time) indicates that users ex-

pressed data to become less exposed over time after
being published.

– Content-based Audience covers cases in which users
desired to have the audience composed differently
depending on the content of the data being pub-
lished.

– Control Friends’ Content means that users desired
to control contents owned by their friends (in cases
it affected their privacy).

– Confirm Delete captures cases in which users ex-
pressed that they did not want to have data auto-
matically disappear, but preferred being prompted
to confirm its deletion.

– User-view denotes a desired feature where users can
view their own profile from the perspective of an-
other user to better estimate the specific exposure
implications of their privacy configuration.

4 Systematizing Technical
Proposals

Technical proposals to tackle longitudinal privacy con-
cerns have been considered and developed for a variety
of platforms, such as online social networks (SN) like
Facebook (FB) and Twitter (TW), cloud-based applica-
tions (CL), and messaging applications (MA); we also
consider proposals that are platform-independent (PI).
For the systematization of the technical proposals, we
consider the use case for which they were designed, the
adversarial assumptions under which they operate, and
the underlying protection mechanisms they rely upon.
We summarize our findings in Table 2 that arranges
proposals in a chronological order with most recent pub-
lications first.

4.1 Use Cases

For each technical proposal we cover in our systematiza-
tion, we detail the functionality it is intended to serve:
– Delete Content results in removing a piece of con-

tent from a platform so that it is no longer publicly
accessible. A proposal that provides such guarantees
is labeled  , as opposed to #.

– Reduce Exposure allows users to manage the visibil-
ity of a piece of content on a platform such that it is
exposed only to a subset of the previous audience.
A proposal that allows such functionality is labeled
 , as opposed to #.

– User Involvement captures the nature of the in-
volvement of the data owner while limiting content
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Table 2. Systematization of Technical Proposals for Longitudinal Online Privacy. We arrange surveyed mechanisms designed for a va-
riety of platforms, use cases, adversarial assumptions and underlying protection mechanisms. Publications are ranked in a chronological
order with most recent publications first.

Publication Use Cases Adversarial Models Underlying Protection Mechanisms
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[52] PETS’19 TW #  P 1 # #  # # # #  # # Intermittent withdrawal
[106] ForensicSec’19 CL #  P n #   #  # # #  # [Attribute-based collaboration]
[82] IFIP-SEC’19 PI   P 1  # # # # # # # # # Smart contracts
[32] NeurIPS’19 PI  # P 1  # # # # # # # # # Quantized k-means
[66] NDSS’18 PI #  A n #   #  #  #  # Identity management system
[5] CODASPY’18 PI  # P 1 #   #   # # # # [Time-lock puzzles]
[38] CODASPY’17 SN #  P n #  #    # #  # [Threshold secret-sharing]
[65] ICCV’17 SN #  P 1 #   # # #  # #  [Adversarial Image perturbations]
[58] CVPR’17 SN #  P 1 #   # # #  # # # [Adversarial Image perturbations]
[74] GameSec’17 SN #  P n #   # # # # #   [Negotiation]
[104] ETHReport’17 CL  # A n #      # # # # [Group secret]
[7] CCS’16 CL   A 1   # #  # # # # # Interdependency in encrypted
[108] CODASPY’16 PI  # P 1  # # #   # # # # [DNS Caching]
[95] TKDE’16 SN #  P n #  # # # # # #  # [Computational conflict resolution]
[18] S&P’15 PI  # P 1    # # # # # # # Machine Unlearning
[64] SIGMOD’15 PI   P 1 #   # # # # # # # Brain-inspired data retention
[1] ACM-SCC’15 CL  # P 1 #   # # # # # # # Forgetful data structures
[89] CCSW’13 CL #  P 1 #   #  # # # # # Heterogeneous documents
[15] NSPW’13 PI #  A 1 #  #  # #   # # [False attribution]
[93] IEEE-PST’13 SN #  A n   # #   # #  # User-to-content relations
[24] S&P’12 TW #  P 1 #   #  # # # # # [Blind RSA signatures]
[79] WPES’12 PI  # P 1   # #   # # # # Statistical webpage changes
[11] PETS’11 SN #  A 1 #   #  # # #  # [OpenPGP]
[20] ICNP’11 PI  # P 1  # # #   # # # # [DNS Caching]
[31] UW-CSE’11 PI  # P 1   # #   # # # # Integrating diverse mechanisms
[19] CollbCom’11 SN #  P n #  # # # # # #  # [Aggregation of policies]
[97] PETS’10 SN #  P n #  # # # # # #  # [Aggregation of policies]
[13] CHI’10 FB #  A n # #  # # # # #  # [Manual conflict resolution]
[105] POLICY’10 SN #  A n #  # # # # # #  # [Manual conflict resolution]
[72] ACSAC’10 MA  # P 1 # #    # # # # # Porter storage
[30] USENIX’09 PI  # P 1  # # #   # # # # [DHTs of P2P networks]
[91] WWW’09 SN #  P n #  # # # # # #   Auction-based inference
[47] CSE’09 SN #  P 1 #   #  # #  # # Third party storage server
[16] SecureCom’09 PI #  A 1 # #   # # #  # # Bait information
[70] SMLI’05 MA  # P 1  #  #  # # # # # [Centralized server storing keys]

Platform – TW: Twitter, FB: Facebook, SN: (general) Social Networks, CL: Cloud Storage, MA: Messaging Applications,
PI: Platform Independent
User Involvement – A: Active, P: Passive ; # of data owners – 1: Single user scenario, n: Multi-user scenario
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availability. If the process requires the data owner
to actively change the content availability, it is la-
beled active (A). Otherwise, if the process relies on
a mechanism that ensures automatic change in the
availability of published content, then we denote it
as passive (P). The passive case turns out to be more
common.

– # of Data Owners captures the number of users
making the decision to change the availability of
content. In most cases, the data is owned and up-
loaded by a single user, denoted by 1. Multi-user sce-
narios that involve content co-owned by more than
one user are denoted by n and are also common, but
apply to slightly fewer proposals.

4.2 Adversarial Models

The Dolev-Yao (DY) adversary model is widely used to
analyze system and network protocols [21]. For many
settings, this model is, however, too strong: many le-
gitimate participants of the protocol, such as service
providers or fellow users with varying degrees of associ-
ation, do not qualify to be DY adversaries. This does not
imply that these parties cannot be malicious, though, so
it is important to consider the relevant threat vectors.
We, therefore, analyze the privacy guarantees of existing
proposals against the following threat models:
– Retroactive adversaries learn which data they are

interested in only after the data has been re-
voked/expired. This threat model makes an as-
sumption that the attacker has no interest in ac-
cessing the published data prior to its expiration.
Since the data was publicly available during its life-
time, it is not assumed to be private and accessible
by everyone. However, past its expiration time, the
privacy of deleted data is ensured.

– Honest-but-curious adversaries act as a legitimate
party in a protocol that will not deviate from the
definition but will attempt to learn as much infor-
mation as possible. The majority of these adver-
saries are service providers who are handling users’
data and running analyses on top of it. These ad-
versaries are also referred to as ‘curious-but-non-
interfering’ or ‘passive’ mainly due to their tendency
to indiscriminately collect data once available in the
hope that it may be of interest to them in the future.

– Interfering adversaries actively interfere with the
private information of the user, either preponing or
postponing the event limiting the availability of the
content. This threat model treats clients in the sys-

tem as untrusted: they may bypass the system to
publish sensitive content without obtaining consent
from the target users through means such as collud-
ing with other malicious clients and deviating from
the protocol description.

– Insider adversaries control user devices, including
porter devices, and can compromise users’ pass-
words and passphrases. An insider attack may be in-
tentional or accidental. Insider attackers range from
poorly trained administrators who make mistakes,
to malicious individuals who intentionally compro-
mise the security of systems.

We rate the adversarial model of each technical pro-
posal w. r. t. these attacker types. If a proposal consid-
ers a specific adversary in their threat model, we label it
with  . Otherwise, if it provides no guarantees against a
specific adversary, then it is labeled with #. The honest-
but-curious adversary is the most commonly considered
threat model, but the other adversaries are also being
considered when technical solutions are proposed.

4.3 Underlying Protection Mechanisms

To realize use cases and fulfill adversarial guarantees,
each proposal relies on different technical mechanisms.
A number of protection mechanism principles have been
proposed multiple times in varying realizations; others
have occurred less frequently.
– Cryptographic mechanisms embed encryption keys

into stored data within centralized or distributed
storage systems. They may control the extent of the
keys’ replication to prevent the key from being re-
covered from the underlying storage after a config-
urable amount of time. Most of the time-based data
revocation proposals rely on encryption by upload-
ing the data in encrypted form along with informa-
tion on where and how to gather the decryption key
during content’s lifetime. This category also covers
digital signatures that allow users to embed signa-
tures to the content.

– Distributed Architectures allow members to collec-
tively generate and distribute group secrets among
themselves. In order to avoid single-point fail-
ures, cryptography-based forgetting schemes avoid
putting trust in a central authority for the storage
of keys [20, 30]. Instead, they rely on key-sharing
and distributing parts of the decryption key on dis-
tributed storage. Some approaches have yielded sup-
port for an ‘expiration date’ of a few days by spread-
ing bits of the key among random indices in the
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DHT [30] whereas others demonstrated expiration
times of up to months by exploiting the evolving na-
ture of webpages and using threshold secret sharing
scheme to reconstruct the key [79].

– Adversarial Examples confuse AI/recognition sys-
tems effectively by generating additive perturba-
tions that are invisible to the human eye, thus
without introducing unpleasant artifacts. Given the
prevalence of AI systems, such as facial recognition,
adversarial examples could allow users to limit their
content’s exposure to these algorithms (i. e., go un-
detected.)

– Deception & Flooding approaches require the sub-
ject to release large amounts of similar synthetic,
but convincing, information that is not correct. The
viewer is thus challenged to pick the correct confi-
dential information from the mass of incorrect in-
formation.

– Access Control Policies are the classical approach to
specify how access is managed and who may access
information under what circumstances. These poli-
cies can be set manually, computed through aggre-
gation, or learned over time using ML algorithms.

– Game-theoretical frameworks aim to achieve opti-
mal decision making of independent and competing
actors in a strategic setting. It can be used to un-
derstand and predict the effect of multi-party in-
volvement in access control decisions on individual
behaviors of social network users.

– Others/[Specifics]: In addition to the above cate-
gories, the existing literature relied on less-frequent
protection mechanisms, such as approaches that
mimic the human brain, smart contracts, porter
storage devices, etc. We list them individually by
name. In some cases, we also list specifics of mech-
anisms covered in one of the above categories. In
such a case, we list them in brackets, for it is an
explanation instead of a new category.

5 Technical Key Challenges
Based on our systematizations in Sections 3 and 4, we
determine a set of technically challenging problems that
have not been solved to date. We explore to what ex-
tent users’ desires and their drivers for unsharing, as
expressed in user studies, have been realized as part of
technical proposals. Whenever we identify factors that
have not been appropriately addressed on the technical
side, i. e., when realizations are incorrect, incomplete,

or missing, we identify this as a conflict to be resolved,
each resulting in one or more challenges.

We determine these challenges first and then group
similar ones and consider them also in context with each
other. Our systematization results in challenges that are
broadly categorized regarding (i) the expiration condi-
tions under which data are supposed to be rendered un-
available (Section 5.1), (ii) the co-ownership of data re-
sulting in potential conflicts among multiple users (Sec-
tion 5.2), (iii) user awareness regarding the functionality
of privacy controls (Section 5.3), and (iv) security and
trust relations among the parties involved in data pub-
lishing (Section 5.4). The overall list of challenges per
group is illustrated in Figure 2.

5.1 Expiration Conditions

Multiple studies reported in Section 3 have found that
participants did not want contents to fade away whole-
sale with age [9, 41, 68]. Whereas participants of these
studies have shown a preference for a handful of posts
to become more private over time, they demonstrated
their desire to make some posts more visible over time.
Thus, the decision on content’s exposure control is a
complicated one, hardly captured in the true sense by
focusing alone on the age of posting.

Studies have identified other contextual factors
such as inactivity of the post (e. g., lack of view-
ing/sharing) [54, 56] and major life events (e. g., moving
to a new city or graduation) [6] that could impact users’
desire to keep the data publicly available. Users’ prefer-
ence to limit exposure also largely depends on the con-
tent of their data, and effective audience control mecha-
nisms can facilitate their openness to share [51, 60, 68].
In this regard, private-by-default interfaces, such as
Snapchat, that allow audience-related considerations to
be made on a per-post basis, result in users being much
more audience-aware [2, 35]. In contrast, content shar-
ing interfaces that are not as intuitive to per-post based
audience decisions result in content being overexposed
w. r. t. the uploaders’ intentions [12].

The overview of technical proposals in Section 4
shows that the most commonly considered condition
for data revocation in previous academic proposals is
the time passed since publication [30, 70, 79]. Solu-
tions for end-users also use time as an expiration con-
dition [67, 73, 88, 96]. Time-based mechanisms for data
revocation are easily comprehensible and provide trans-
parently decidable expiration conditions. However, each
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B. Data Co-ownership (5.2)

A-2 Context-based Expiration
Events, Irrelevance
Missing realization

A. Expiration Conditions (5.1) C. User Awareness (5.3) D. Security and Trust (5.4)

A-4 Audience-based Expiration
Content-based Audience
Incomplete realization

A-5 Content-based Expiration
Content-based Audience
Missing realization 

A-3 Inactivity-based Expiration
Irrelevance
Incomplete realization

A-1 Brain-inspired Expiration
ChangeOp, Irrelevance, Regrets
Missing realization

B-1 Adaptability
Control Friends' Content
Missing realization

B-2 Handle Power Imbalance
Control Friends' Content
Incorrect realization

C-1 Sophistication of
Technical Mental Models
Misconceptions, User View
Missing realization

C-2 Borrowed Mental Models
Misconceptions, User View
Missing realization

D-2 Protection Against
Machine-Learning Algorithms
Incomplete realization

D-1 Protection Against
Real-World Adversaries
Fears, Content-based Audience
Incorrect realization

Challenge
Features from the systematization of user studies
Level of realization in technical proposals

LEGEND

Fig. 2. Overview of the challenges we derived from conflicts identified in the systematizations of user studies and technical proposals,
grouped by four topic areas: Expiration Conditions, Data Co-ownership, User Awareness, and Security and Trust. We denote to which
feature(s) of the user studies systematization each challenge refers (bottom line) and to what extent they are currently addressed in
technical proposals (in terms of realization level).

expiration time is determined and set at the time of pub-
lishing of data, which leads to a three-fold conflict:
(i) the appropriate time for data revocation is often

difficult to determine in advance,
(ii) the context in which data is published (and in

which the expiration condition is set) can change,
which may require to adapt the expiration condi-
tion, and

(iii) no context information or other potentially rele-
vant aspects for deciding whether data should re-
main online or not are taken into consideration
when the expiration condition is determined.

Improving revocation mechanisms is a complex
problem, as it must take into account multiple contra-
dictory factors, such as the desire to retain some old
content while allowing other content to be completely
removed. Based on our systematization of user studies
and technical proposals, we identify and present chal-
lenging research dimensions that are desired by the users
but have not yet been effectively realized in the techni-
cal implementations.

The first two challenges, A-1 and A-2, tackle miss-
ing realizations, taking into account multiple drivers for
unsharing as expressed by users. Challenge A-3 takes
up on work that already considers relevance as a factor
to determine expiration, focusing on how to overcome
its yet incomplete realization. We emphasize that there
is an overlap between A-1 and the two subsequent chal-
lenges. Whereas A-1 provides a more holistic viewpoint,
the other two can be considered specific cases of it. How-
ever, A-2 and A-3 can also be tackled independently and

do not require A-1 to be resolved. Finally, challenges A-
4 and A-5 deal with incomplete and missing realizations
in the interplay between published contents and audi-
ences.

Challenge A-1: Brain-inspired Expiration

All existing mechanisms proposed have in common that
the data revocation mechanism is implemented as a fea-
ture in terms of an explicit process. In contrast, Müller
and Pilzecker’s classical work [59] on retroactive inhi-
bition in human memory found that forgetting is not
a process that is actively triggered, but an implicit re-
sult of multiple information interfering with each other
with more relevant information suppressing other infor-
mation. What gets preserved in long-term memory may
depend on multiple factors, including the ‘meaningful-
ness’ of the memory [17]. This can be transferred to our
observations in the user studies systematization, where
also multiple different factors implicitly contribute to
the appropriateness of expiration conditions.

The technical challenge here is to imitate this be-
havior within a file storage system, i. e., to make access
to information more difficult, the more new information
is added, thus, waiving the need for explicitly revoking
such information. In recent years, some research efforts
have provided a promising start towards formalizing
models imitating workings of human memory for their
information management processes [1, 63, 64]. That be-
ing said, we are far from letting go of hard demarcation
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of data availability and realizing mechanisms that have
contents fade away over time, which is why we keep la-
belling this challenge as missing (cf. Figure 2).

Challenge A-2: Context-based Expiration

External factors, such as changes in life circumstances,
can impact users’ privacy preferences for online con-
tent, possibly due to changes in social circles or individ-
ual preferences. Since users do not explicitly formulate
contextual factors, such as major life events, reflecting
them in the deletion mechanism is still a major tech-
nical challenge. Service providers who aggregate a lot
of information about individual users would possibly be
able to design mechanisms that incorporate informa-
tion about users and their social circles to change the
visibility of published data. However, this is rather dif-
ficult for cryptographic erasure mechanisms applied to
standalone information that is published anonymously
and/or not related to any other source of information.
Besides its limited technical feasibility, additional infor-
mation aggregation also raises questions about privacy
implications.

Challenge A-3: Inactivity-based Expiration

Some mechanisms [56, 108] have attempted, with vary-
ing levels of success, to realize expiration based on the
amount of attention/interactions attracted by the data
object. However, sole reliance on this model does not
fully capture all practical aspects: some users choose
to keep/archive some content even after it becomes in-
active. Thus, it is technically challenging to realize an
inactivity-based expiration solution that is equipped to
identify user-specific content features which contribute
to their willingness to keep the content alive despite its
inactive status. Another challenging aspect under such
implementations is that posts containing controversial
content will elicit considerable attention and thus will
continue to remain in the public domain for longer.

Challenge A-4: Audience-based Expiration

People do share not only different types of data but also
have multiple heterogeneous groups of audiences access-
ing their contents. While cryptographic erasure mecha-
nisms assume that everyone can read published data un-
der the same conditions, there is a variety of access con-

trol settings available in social networks or cloud storage
systems to satisfy the need to manage data for different
target audiences. Adoption of audience-specific privacy
controls suggests that not all readers of ephemeral data
should be affected by exposure control decisions in the
same way, but that there should be different conditions
for individual users or groups of users. This leads to the
technical challenge of realizing mechanisms that imple-
ment audience-dependent expiration conditions.

Challenge A-5: Content-based Expiration

Studies on changes in users’ preferences about data
availability have also captured the contents of data [51,
60, 68]. The challenge to realize more sophisticated ex-
piration conditions is not limited to incorporating ap-
propriate external factors. The data items themselves
should also be taken into account, both in terms of their
file formats and their contents or structural parameters.
This requires to determine appropriate conditions for
each type of data and to analyze data upon publishing
in order to map them according to the categorization.

5.2 Data Co-ownership

A significant number of items uploaded to Online Social
Networks (OSNs) involve multiple parties who are sup-
posed to be interested in controlling its exposure to the
public. Such items range from photos that depict mul-
tiple users to comments that mention multiple users to
events in which multiple users are invited. Existing im-
plementations of OSNs have not successfully tackled the
problem of conflicting privacy preferences among users
that co-own a piece of data.

In real-world applications such as Instagram, users
uploading a photo can tag other users who are also
present in or related to that photo. The tagged user
can then control the visibility of the photo on their pro-
file by hiding the tagged photo or deleting the tag it-
self. Neither of these options affects the visibility of the
tagged photo on the whole platform since followers of
the uploader are guaranteed access regardless of other
tagged users’ visibility preferences. When we recall that
even preferences of individual users do not remain con-
stant, it appears reasonable that merging the privacy
preferences of multiple users is likely to end in conflict.
The lack of appropriate conflict resolution mechanisms
in the current implementations of OSNs can lead to pri-
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vacy violations with serious outcomes for the parties
involved.

User studies on online privacy management often
refer to multi-user scenarios as a use case, for example,
for photos being taken at parties or social events. How-
ever, the set of research that actually covers multi-user
scenarios and their implications is rather small, even
though users have expressed a desire to control their
friends’ content when it affects them already ten years
ago [13]. The only privacy management measure suit-
able in multi-user scenarios that is covered by several
studies is untagging but from different perspectives such
as its overall prevalence [25], or revisiting initially set
and possibly erroneous privacy settings [39, 48]. Even-
tually, users’ strategy to overcome the risk of being un-
intentionally exposed publicly is preventing photos from
being taken at all [77].

Research proposals that require users to collectively
solve their privacy conflicts [91, 105] comprise promising
concepts but lack practical evaluations of their accep-
tance in real-world applications. Other proposed mech-
anisms that automate this process rely heavily on fixed
rules (majority voting, veto voting, etc.) [19, 97], thus,
resulting in oversimplification of the conflict resolution
process and mismatch between actual user behavior and
the suggested method for resolving privacy conflicts.
Such and Criado [95] proposed a promising computa-
tional model that adapts conflict resolution strategy
based on the sensitivity of the item being shared and
relative importance of the conflict (estimated through
the strength of the relationship between owners and the
target audiences). However, their mechanism does not
take into account the strength of the relationship be-
tween negotiators and the role of history of previous
negotiations on concessions in the current conflict. Fur-
thermore, the approach does not take into account the
effect of types of data items under consideration. In a
rather restrictive proposal by Olteanu et al. [66], photos
can only be uploaded to a social network site with all
faces detected in it being removed, only allowing to dis-
play them after the corresponding person has explicitly
agreed.

Designing a model that is complex enough to emu-
late user behavior most of the time, and that requires
minimum intervention from the user’s side is indeed
challenging. From a legal perspective, proposals that
use, e. g., majority voting do not seem to uphold users’
right to be forgotten as prescribed in the recent regu-
lations – as soon as one of the involved users wants an
item to be deleted, it has to be removed if we strictly
interpret the European GDPR [71].

While multiple or evolving drivers for unsharing
already apply to single-user scenarios [6, 68] (cf. Sec-
tion 5.1), expanding their concepts to multi-user set-
tings raises additional challenges. The challenges listed
here are related to realizations of users’ desires to con-
trol their friends’ contents in case it also affects them-
selves.

Challenge B-1: Adaptability

It is technically challenging to devise a model that takes
into account the past history of negotiations between co-
owners when deciding on the privacy preferences for new
items. Since major OSNs keep a record of all postings
on one’s profile, it is likely that exposure settings for
the past co-owned postings may no longer serve users’
privacy requirements in the present context. Individual
preferences for existing items may equally evolve and
need to be adapted. Allowing users the option to re-
negotiate the privacy settings for co-owned items might
be necessary for these models to be widely adopted.
However, realizations of adaptable exposure controls for
co-owned data items are missing in current realizations.

Challenge B-2: Handling Power Imbalance

Another challenge involving co-ownership of data on
OSNs is that users’ attitudes towards each other do
not remain constant. On most of the platforms, users
have the option to unfriend or even ’block’ other users,
rendering their profiles inaccessible. In the aftermath
of such an event, users are denied the power to ac-
cess the co-owned data items on the other user’s profile.
It is challenging to come up with a solution that hon-
ors users’ unfriending decision while still ensuring their
right to manage the co-owned data items.

5.3 User Awareness

Kang et al. identified that people with more articulated
technical models on average expressed higher awareness
of who could access their data [40]. A Better under-
standing of the number of privacy threats was found to
be correlated with the protective actions taken by the
individuals [69]. Internet users have been found to strug-
gle to update their existing models at a rate comparable
to the change in the internet and online platforms. In
fact, prior privacy studies have identified that only a
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few participants expressed awareness that their mod-
els might be outdated [40]. Prior work has also called
for serious attention towards the presence of age gap in
information behavior. Yong found out that older peo-
ple are less skillful in privacy control and, therefore,
are more susceptible to become the victims of privacy-
related breaches [69]. The situation is further compli-
cated by a lack of enthusiasm on older users’ part in
seeking help with privacy-related technology to avoid so-
cial embarrassment. To put the demographics into per-
spective, Facebook alone has at least 20% of its user
base aged above 45 [92]. The matters are worsened as
technical mechanisms operate under various levels of
adversarial assumptions and rely on a variety of differ-
ent protection mechanisms; the average user is usually
not technically proficient or aware to update their men-
tal model about different security functionalities. It is,
therefore, not surprising that multiple studies reported
misconceptions as one of the major drivers behind users’
unsharing of data [9, 14, 86]

There also exist vast differences in the implementa-
tion of security-related features across different services
(e. g. social networks vs. messaging applications) and
different platforms within a service (e. g. Facebook vs.
Twitter). Talking specifically about implementations of
content deletion, there exist inconsistencies across:
(i) services – the way Facebook (SN) implements dele-

tion for shared postings within a group is dif-
ferent from the way Facebook Messenger (MA)
tackles deletion of messages in a group. Similarly,
users lack information on how deletion would work
for cloud storage. Findings of Ramokapane et al.
study attribute users’ failure to delete from cloud
storage to the lack of information about how cloud
and deletion within the cloud functions [76].

(ii) platforms – whereas deletion of a post on Facebook
(SN) makes the related comments and re-shares on
the post unavailable, it is not the same for Twit-
ter (SN), where residual tweets (interactions asso-
ciated with the withdrawn post) continue to leak
information about the withdrawn tweet [54]. Sim-
ilarly, disparities in the implementation of deletion
functionality exist for messaging platforms. Skype
(MA) allows the message sender to delete mes-
sages from the logs of all participants in the con-
versation, whereas Facebook messenger (MA) al-
lows the sender to delete messages from their own
conversation history only [83].

The challenges C-1 and C-2 below relate to the miss-
ing realizations taking into account drivers for unshar-

ing (misconceptions) and desires (user view) reported
by users, and inconsistencies in implementations.

Challenge C-1: Sophistication of Technical Mental
Models

Users are known to formulate their own incorrect men-
tal models when they are faced with a task to complete
with their limited knowledge [103]. Given extreme fluc-
tuation among users’ technical understanding and vari-
ation among mechanisms’ promised adversarial guaran-
tees, the technical challenge here is to work within exist-
ing mental models to make actual functions clearer and
communicate complex privacy issues to regular users
in an intuitive and correct way. Since service providers
make regular changes to their interfaces and features, it
is important and challenging to simultaneously update
the knowledge of the end-users, to minimize the risks
associated with outdated mental models.

Challenge C-2: Borrowed Mental Models

Any given internet user is likely to be a member of multi-
ple online services as well as platforms within those ser-
vices. Some users naively transfer their mental models
from one platform to another. These borrowed mental
models considerably hinder the correct understanding
of features and can expose users’ data to unintended
audiences. The technical challenge is the design of user
interfaces, tutorials, and control setting pages that effec-
tively convey the consequences of different actions taken
by users on a specific platform.

5.4 Security and Trust

The process of making data available online typically
involves multiple parties interacting with the data,
such as friends or contacts in social networks, service
providers, advertising companies aggregating individ-
ual user profiles for marketing purposes, or other third
parties proactively crawling all available web contents.
Such activities are usually carried out as soon as pieces
of data appear online. In contrast, the common secu-
rity model used in research proposals on automated
data revocation is security against a retrospective ad-
versary [20, 30, 70, 79, 93, 108]. Basically, this type of
attacker is not interested in tampering with published
data during its lifetime, but only after its expiration.
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In the same way, a large body of proposals rely on
distributed architectures to realize expiration since cen-
tralized service providers are considered untrusted [5,
20, 30, 38, 93, 108]. As a particular flaw, all types of
entities are considered equally, and there are no differ-
ences between types of audiences. This is not in line
with users publishing photos on platforms of large com-
panies such as Facebook, who rather express fears such
as specific groups of people (e. g. their parents or other
family members) seeing their content and considering it
inappropriate [77, 102].

Data deletion in artificial intelligence environments
is a complicated task and poses a serious threat to lon-
gitudinal aspects of users’ privacy. Legal scholars have
questioned the legality of using of AI systems trained
on deleted data in the context of the Right to be For-
gotten [101]. In fact, model inversion and membership
inference attacks have already demonstrated that the
information used in training a model could be recon-
structed afterwards by an adversary [100]. Our system-
atization of technical proposals identified that few of
them enable control over the availability of data that is
fed into machine learning models.

In light of the failure of the existing (theoretical)
adversary models to capture the actual security require-
ments reported by users through drivers for unsharing
(Fears) and desires (Content-based Audience), challenge
D-1 brings attention to incorrect realizations of real-
world threats. Challenge D-2 focuses on incomplete real-
izations of threat models that could provide guarantees
against the emergent threat posed by machine learning
algorithms.

Challenge D-1: Protection against real-world
adversaries and threat scenarios

There is currently a gap between security under a given
(theoretical) adversary model and actual security re-
quirements in a real-world scenario. Instead of trying to
provide security guarantees under unrealistic assump-
tions such as the presence of a solely retrospective ad-
versary, solutions should incorporate effective mecha-
nisms to reduce the unauthorized use of published data
during all stages of their life-cycle (such as preventing
screen-capturing in Snapchat [88]).

The key challenge here is to develop adversarial
models that represent real-world threats, that incorpo-
rate users’ fears regarding their privacy and unintended
exposure in real data publishing scenarios and to secure
data sharing mechanisms under these models.

Challenge D-2: Protection against machine learning
algorithms

Prevalent use of artificially intelligent systems by service
providers adds a new threat dimension to the exposure
of users’ data. When the data is used to aggregate statis-
tics or to train machine-learning models, e. g., for image
classification or recommender systems, the information
that data carries will implicitly remain in the model,
even when the original data and everything explicitly
linked to it is deleted. This limits users’ control over the
availability of information encoded in their previously
shared data. Similarly, AI-based recognition algorithms
also hinder users’ capacity to effectively manage the vis-
ibility of their data from service providers. Despite some
promising initial work, such as the use of adversarial ex-
amples [58, 65], it remains a challenge to counter the ca-
pabilities of AI systems and provide security guarantees
against their use.

6 Further Issues
In Section 5, we presented a set of succinct, yet unre-
solved challenges regarding longitudinal online privacy
management. Inherently, not all challenges can be ap-
proached from a purely technical perspective, e. g., chal-
lenges relating to flawed mental models require more
holistic approaches, centered around end-users’ issues.
Our systematization is supposed to trigger activities in
both the technical and the human-factor research com-
munities, as a number of identified issues can only be
resolved conjointly, taking into account both technical
and user perspectives. One key takeaway is that tech-
nical solutions point towards promising directions, such
as proposals targeting to overcome purely time-based
exposure control mechanisms. However, it is critical to
match users’ actual needs in order to find adoption and
to serve users by providing tools that they need to ap-
propriately control the exposure of their personal online
data.

We finally discuss five open issues that did not make
it to our list of challenges because these were not directly
derived out of the systematizations or were not specif-
ically limited to publicly shared data. However, these
aspects still provide further insights to the community
about the landscape of longitudinal privacy of publicly
shared data.
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Control over Inversely Private Information
Gurevich et al. term an item of personal information
about you inversely private if some party has access to
it, but you do not [34]. The situation described here
elicits similar challenges as Data Co-ownership (cf. B-
2) but is different in that users may not be aware of
this particular information to exist. Daily interactions
with various institutions ranging from toll roads oper-
ators to social networks generate vast amount of data
about users. Processing users’ private data and their
pattern of interactions with the platform yields more
inversely private data. In some cases, this private in-
formation held by companies can even contradict users’
preferences in the current context. For example, a so-
cial network user can continue to receive ads related to
a preference derived from one of their old posts despite
choosing to limit its lifetime. It is not straightforward to
realize technical proposals that can allow users to man-
age and erase vast amounts of inversely private data
about them held by different entities. The information
is typically used for gaining a competitive edge, which is
one of the reasons why corporations have been denying
the inverse privacy entitlement to their users [34]. Reg-
ulations on service providers’ processing of data could
prove helpful, but it is unclear if existing laws, such as
GDPR, provide users the right to erasure of inversely
private information.

Content Obfuscation versus Usability
While transformations targeting automated classifiers
as means to solving the Security and Trust challenge
(cf. D-2) may have only little impact on an image’s
appearance to humans, it also needs to be further in-
vestigated to what degree visible image perturbation is
acceptable for users as a trade-off between privacy and
vision comfort. There has been research on viewer satis-
faction for blurring and pixelating photo scene elements
that need to be protected [36, 42, 43], as well as on how
the overall photo can be modified equally using aesthetic
transforms to increase satisfaction [37].

Response to Privacy Paradox
While users claim to be very concerned about their
privacy, they nevertheless undertake very little to pro-
tect their personal data. Recent research on the pri-
vacy paradox has revealed discrepancies between users’
preferences and their actual behavior [8, 23, 98]. Vari-
ous studies have reported instances of users not taking
the logical step of limiting the disclosure in their so-

cial networks despite being aware of privacy concerns
[49, 61, 107]. These results hint that User Awareness
(cf. C-1) alone is not going to lead to widespread adop-
tion of longitudinal privacy technologies. To bridge the
gap between users’ desires and mechanisms’ function-
alities, it is equally important to investigate and un-
derstand the causes and implications of the privacy
paradox. Such an understanding will allow for design
decisions that will increase the adoption of privacy-
enhancing technologies.

Complications with Metadata Obfuscation
Correlation and analysis of individual metadata can al-
low to draw conclusions about a person. Information
deduced from communication flows can create privacy
concerns in the same way as sensitive information ob-
tained from posted contents [33]. Depending on the ex-
tent of metadata generation, sensitive information may
still be preserved even if there is a technically per-
fect revocation mechanism for the actual data. For ex-
ample, Facebook includes a feature that automatically
adds descriptive keywords to photos to assist visually
impaired users in comprehending its contents. In the
case of photos of human subjects, their faces are de-
tected, and users are suggested to enter the name of
the person. While such features can be easily observed
in the application interface, it remains unclear what
types of additional data collection invisibly run in the
background. One approach to counteract potential pri-
vacy threats by metadata aggregation and its residu-
als can be achieved by preventing metadata from be-
ing generated in the first place. This could be realized
by applying image perturbation techniques to hamper
metadata generation. While this strategy renders tar-
geted classifiers unable to correctly assess image con-
tent, users would still be able to see the content. Re-
lated approaches have been developed with a differ-
ent mindset, i. e., adversarial perturbations, e. g., used
to interfere with traffic sign recognition used by self-
driving cars [85]. More universal approaches to falsely
classify images have also been demonstrated [58]. How-
ever, such protective mechanisms come along with new
potential conflicts. Whenever the use of such a perturba-
tion mechanism is transparent, or its presence becomes
apparent, service providers (if considered in an adver-
sarial setting) can adapt their classification techniques
to circumvent the protection. This game-theoretic con-
sideration, already laid out by Oh et al. [65], is yet in-
teresting to be investigated when developing even more
sophisticated protection mechanisms.
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Practicality of Referencing Data
The current way to distribute data is to upload it to on-
line platforms and copy-share it through various chan-
nels in order to make it available for different types of
audiences [87]. In an entirely different approach, users
could have only one instance of all their data hosted in
a single location of their choice, providing them the in-
dividual level of privacy they desire. Instead of creating
multiple copies of data and uploading them to different
platforms, those services would be allowed or licensed
to reference the data, without actually obtaining a copy
or possessing them. Such a solution will enable track-
ing of all interactions with data objects and could facili-
tate the realization of challenging Expiration Conditions
(cf. A-3). Bishop et al. [15] came up with ideas in a sim-
ilar direction when discussing dissemination control as
a means to manage online privacy.

The approach is not without challenges since inter-
actions with the data entail modifications of the data
itself. For example, multiple instant messaging plat-
forms provide popular features enabling users to add
text and drawings to the images sent in the chats. In
such settings, each transformed output of the original
data needs to be tracked in order to uphold the integrity
of data provenance and ensure effective control over dis-
semination of the data.

In the light of applying such a scenario equally to
end-users’ personal data, one must also discuss if large
companies such as Google or Facebook would already
consider themselves such hosting platforms, providing
almost every kind of service for one’s online actions from
a single source. It is unclear how the data object’s sin-
gle source of origin might impact its availability since
providers would need to be willing to adapt their prac-
tices, and interfaces, to facilitate sharing of data hosted
on their competitors’ platforms.

7 Related Surveys
Earlier surveys focused on deletion from the standpoint
of a specific platform. In [78], authors classify secure
deletion approaches into layers through which they ac-
cess the physical medium. The focus of their work is
on systematizing approaches that remove data objects
from physical media. They emphasize understanding
the properties of the environment before choosing a
suitable approach for data deletion. Unger et al. sys-
tematized secure messaging solutions and proposed an
evaluation framework for their security, usability, and

ease-of-adoption properties [99]. Their approach yielded
three sets of challenges in the form of trust establish-
ment, conversation security, and transport privacy.

In [75], authors survey requirements and challenges
of assured deletion in the cloud considering two different
adversarial models in terms of cloud provider honesty. It
is stated that future work should focus on finding better
ways of tracking the location of data to help providers
make better decisions on which methods of assured dele-
tion to apply. Geambasu et al. focus on identifying ap-
proaches to practical self-destructing data systems that
secure sensitive data from disclosure in the highly mo-
bile, social-networked world [31]. They make a case for
a framework that combines multiple key-storage mech-
anisms into a single self-destructing data system.

In light of the effect of the GDPR [27] across the
European Union, Politou et al. reviewed controversies
regarding definitions of consent revocation and the right
to be forgotten [71]. They evaluated the preparedness
of existing technical infrastructure to incorporate these
new requirements and report the feasibility of doing so
provided clear implementation guidelines are in place.

8 Conclusion
We provided the first systematization to capture users’
interactions related to longitudinal privacy management
on existing platforms, as well as the landscape of diverse
technical proposals dealing with the availability of on-
line data. Our broad approach afforded us the ability to
contrast end-users’ desires and mental models against
the technical proposals’ use cases and adversarial as-
sumptions. This enabled us to uncover open challenges
and identify interesting problems where effective solu-
tions have not yet been realized. By pointing the re-
search community’s direction towards these challenges,
we hope this paper serves as an inspiration and a basis
for the development of longitudinal privacy-enhancing
solutions that will assist millions of end-users with man-
aging the availability of their publicly-shared data.
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